Phasor Measurement Units are promising devices for use in active distribution grid, to help monitoring and control in a scenario with high renewables penetration.
I. INTRODUCTION
Phasor Measurement Units are promising devices for use in active distribution grid, to help monitoring and control in a high renewables penetration scenario.
As enabling technologies we can consider a) the NORM design, which incorporates smart meter, low-cost PMU and an energy gateway to connect to external environment; b) the 5G technology, allowing high band and low latency, thus allowing real-time receival of PMU data e.g. each second and the possibility to make aggregated assessment on all the data received; c) 5G oriented virtual services acting as "Smart Energy-as-a-Service", which bring the necessary security and pluggability needed for applications with many participating devices.
More developments ..
II. MICROGRID ENVIRONMENT
In order to study the PMU data aggregation, it is needed to have a microgrid having such behaviour that it can show the proper dynamics of an active grid. This means that during a day there re situations when the grid has normal power flow from the MV/LV transformer to the end-customers, and that in other time periods the power flow may see back injection towards the medium voltage grid. Figure 1 shows the microgrid chosen for the analysis. Particularly it is made an analysis for the MG.1-LV grid, which is in default operation the whole network supplied by transformer T1 Figure 1 -Microgrid topology The real data environment considered for the PMU orchestrator is presented in Figure 2 . With this situation, one can see that we are in a similar PMU observability as it can be already found in the transmission network.
III. SCENARIOS AND THEIR MODELATION
The following scenarios are considered during the studied days.
 Basic scenario, with all resources at nominal value.
 Evening peak, having high consumption and low to zero production; this is typical e.g. for the period [19:00h -22:00h] The scenarios are however incorporated in a full day evolution for both consumption as well as production, based on 5 seconds records for both production and consumption. In this way it is analysed a near real-time situation, capturing quick evolutions of both production and consumption.
IV. PMU ORCHESTRATION ALGORITHMS
As data from PMUs are considered to come at higher rate possible (from each 5 seconds in our simulation down to subsecond reporting time in real environment), the tests are simulating a similar set of PMU data received at each loadflow calculation.
The following stream of data is received from the simulated microgrid after each load-flow calculation:
The PMU data set is them analysed with statistical means.
For this, it is first applied a clustering procedure. This procedure is mainly based on the topology of the grid.
Based on the clusters made, the following statistical data are considered: -mean value of voltage angle in each cluster -inter-cluster angle difference The data is calculated each time period.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION
The load-flow has been made on a daily basis using 17280 different regime situations, meaning for each 5 seconds in an overall period having a total of 86400 seconds. A matrix of PMU data has been generated for the entire period. The approach of data processing inside the PMU orchestrator is statistical, as described in the previous chapter. One can observe that the angle evolution has a small range of up to ±6 degrees. These results confirm the fact that in LV it is more difficult to measure PMU data, because the R/X ratio is not in favor of having angles and the distance between nodes (length of the lines) is also smaller than in high voltage. However, in microgrids PMU need to comply with harder accuracy requirements, while it is also expected to have lower prices for the measurements.
Interesting results can be however obtained: a remote node can "feel" the mature of the grid situation, meaning excess of produced energy or excess of consumption, by simply comparing the angle of its node with the angle of the grid former, which is in this case the low side of the transformer. If the PMU at transformer side is sending its synchronized angle to all participants, in a broadcasting way, then it is no need in the remote node to know information from other participants, but to simply follow the angle evolution.
As this angle is a sort of unbalance information seen from the local PMU, it may be possible to have balancing services based on this information.
The following Figure shows how it can be driven the local production or consumption, with a storage device, such that the grid is more balanced in time.
Figure 10 -
Moreover, the losses variations over the time can be also analyzed, in normal case, with battery and with enhanced battery control based on the angle reduction. Figure 11 shows this evolution.
Figure 11 -
We can draw then possible future work:
-Grid simulation training -5G communication can have a good impact on such networks, as it has small latency, high band and conditions to have resilient local support through the local tower, with specific embedded intelligence.
VI. GRID SIMULATION AS A TRAINING TOOL FOR FUTURE

MICROGRID DISPATCH SERVICE
The environment needed to assess the PMU orchestrator is not only a toll for analysis, but also a training toll for a socalled microgrid dispatch service.
